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Effect of temperature on morphogenetic 
oscillations in Dictyostelium discoideum 
WHEN their food supply is exhausted, single amoebae of 
the cellular slime mould Dictyostelium discoideum aggre
gate'. On a two-dimensional substrate such as agar, this 
aggregation is the result of a succession of periodic 
coordinated movement steps directed towards a group of 
amoebae-the " centre", which may in fact lie anywhere 
in the field of cells. Recent theoretical'·' and experi
menta1• -7 work suggests that this process can he explained 
as follows. (I) The centre produces and releases cyclic 
AMP (the signal) in an oscillatory manner, and (2) other 
cells in the field respond chemotactically by mov,ing up 
cyclic A MP gradients and relay the signal progressively 
outwards. By means of time-lapse cinematography we have 
looked at the oscillation frequency v during the aggrega
tion of small drops (about 1,000 cells in a drop of 
diameter I mm) of D. discoideum cells (strain NC-4H) 
aggregating on hydrophobic agar' at various temperatures, 
and have found that the oscilla,tion frequency increases 
with temperature (Fig. I). 
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Fig. 1 T is the absolute temperature and v the frequency of 
oscillation. Experimental points are fitted to the curve In 
(v - 1 ) = 1n (v0 - 1) -t- (/':, £ /R)T-1, with R equal to the gas 
constant. Figures in parentheses indicate the temperature (°C) 
and period of oscillation. The amoebae were deposited in a 
drop of Bonner's salt solution 11 on agar, and the agar plate was 
kept in the cemperalurc-controlled room for 2-3 h before 
aggregation began. Temperature varied within +- 0.5 °C of the 
recorded means. Periods were recorded as differences in times 
of initiation of wave propagation at the centre, each such 
initiation having the appearance of a quick contraction. Mean 
frequencies were estimated from two experiments at each 
temperature with about 15 oscillations recorded during each 
aggregation. A sample run of periods, recorded at 12 °C, reads 
13, 12, 12, 13, 13, 12, 12, 12, 11, 12 min. The aggregates were 
concentric, that is, morphologically similar in all experiments. 

These amoebae aggregate and form viable spores (as 
tested at 22 °C) down to 8 °C. The Arrhenius plot (Im, - ' 
against lnT-') is linear, corresponding to a frequency factor 
F11 =2 X 10• s-·, and an activation energy 6.£= 15.8 kcalorie 
n101 - 1

• 6-E can be interpreted as the activation energy of a 
(hypothetical) rate-limiting step in the overall scheme for 
the hiochcmic<1I oscillation. It is noteworthy that this value 
of 6-E is ,in the range of activation energies for non
transport enzyme-catalysed reactions", whereas those for 
known specific transport processes are much smaller". In 
parallel with the increase in oscillation frequency, there 
is also an increase in the mean !>peed of amoeboid move-
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ment (not shown). Thus, other factors being the same, the 
number o f pulses needed for a field of cells to aggregate 
ought to be only weakly temperature dependent. In fact, 
if we consider just those cases (four in all) where oscilla
tions could still be observed till late in aggregation, this 
number was 20 <11 12 °C, 19 at 16 °C and 17 at 22 °c. 
Rigorous substantiation of this last result would suggest 
that there is an underlying oscillator controlling movement, 
possibly coupled to the one involved in signal generation. 
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External cyclic AMP-dependent protein 
kinase activity in rat C-6 glioma cells 
IN ce:r,tain eukaryotic cells /1-agonis.tic catecholamines bind 
to membrane-associated hormone receptors, and stimulate· 
the intracellular synthesis of cyclic AMP by activation of 
the adenylate cyclase'. In C-6 rat glioma cells stimulated 
with noradrenaline this increase of cyclic AMP leads to, or 
is correlated with, a morphological change in the cells'. When 
the intracellular cyclic AMP concentration has reached a 
maximum, it returns to basal values' due to an energy
dependent excretion of cyclic AMP from the cell into the 
external medium'·', similar to that found in several mam
malian systems'-'. It is possible that the excreted cyclic 
AMP interacts eithe,r with an external, glial-membrane 
bound cyclic AMP receptor or with the surface of the 
surrounding cells, for example neurones. We re.port here 
that intact, cultured glial cells seem to have a cyclic AMP
dependent protein kinase on their external surface which 
transfers Y-phosphate of ATP to an external acceptor 
protein (histone). This pmtein kinase activity is stimulated 
indirec,tly by the addition of noradrenaline to the cells. The 
physiological significance of this process is unknown. 

We first tested the effect of extracellular cyclic AMP on 
the ability of a protein kinase activity of intact C-6 cells to 
phosphorylate an exogenous substrate. Figure 1 shows the 
phosphorylation by C-6 cells of added external histones as a 
response to incubation in the presence of 5 x Io-• M cyclic 
AMP. These data suggest that actively growing glial cells 
have a cyclic AMP-dependent protein kinase, prohably on 
the extern<1l cell surface, which can he stimulated from the 
outside of the membrane. The same experiment showed that 
a small fraction of "P radioactivity remained with the cells 
ctnd that there was no significant difference be,tween 
stimulated and unstimulated cells with respect to this 
accumulation (data not shown). 

There are two possible ob.iections to the experiment 
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